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ABSTRACT 

Non-point organic pollutants in groundwater, stormwater, wastewater, and drinking 

water are a growing problem in the environment, which lack effective and efficient treatment 

technologies. Photocatalytic treatment of organic contaminants in aqueous or liquid mediums 

has gained interest due to their potential for effective degradation. Common industrial 

treatment practices utilize a slurry reactor, suspending the photocatalyst in the contaminated 

solution. However, photocatalytic slurry reactors are hindered by solution turbidity, dissolved 

salt content, and absorbance of light. Research presented here introduces two novel engineered 

material combinations which immobilize the photocatalyst for effective and sustainable 

degradation of organic pollutants, one in-situ and one ex-situ. Methylene blue was chosen as a 

surrogate contaminant for both studies considering well studied degradation pathway 

literature.  

The in-situ method investigates immobilizing titanium dioxide in cement paste by 

functionalizing it with maleic anhydride (Ti-MAH). This process not only immobilizes the 

photocatalyst but also increases the reactivity of the catalysts. Preparation of the Ti-MAH is 

performed by permanently bonding the maleic anhydride to titanium dioxide in methanol, 

drying and powdering residual material, and then inter-grinding the preparation with cement 

during mixing. When compared with OPC, the Ti-MAH cured cement paste is more 
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reactive under a wider range of light wavelengths, possesses a higher band gap, 

sustains this heightened reactivity over multiple testing iterations, and treats organics 

effectively. Amorphous silica within the calcium-silica-hydrate, C-S-H, is theorized 

to bond to the powdered Ti-MAH during curing. Verification of silica bonding to the 

titanium by way of MAH was demonstrated by FTIR spectra, SEM imagery, and 

XRD. Creating a sustainable and passive photocatalytic cement that precisely bonds 

silicon to the Ti-MAH is useful for organic contaminant in urban stormwater but use 

can translate to other applications because the Ti-MAH bonds readily with any 

amorphous silica such as glass materials, paints and coatings, optics and LEDS, 

among many others. 

The ex-situ method introduces the development and application of a novel, 

photocatalytic, porous silica-based granular media (SGM) to be used in a packed bed column 

reactor. SGM retains the cross-linked structure developed during synthesis through a 

combination of foaming agent addition and activation temperature. The resultant media has a 

high porosity of 88%, with a specific surface area averaging 150 m2/g. Photocatalytic 

capabilities are further enhanced as the resultant structure fixes the photocatalyst within the 

translucent matrix. SGM is capable of photocatalysis combined with diffusion of nucleophiles, 

electrophiles, and salts from the pore space. The photocatalytic efficiencies of SGM at various 

silica contents were quantified in batch reactors using methylene blue destruction over time 

and cycles. Methylene blue concentrations of 10mg/L were effectively degraded (>90%) 

within 40 minutes. This effectiveness was retained over multiple cycles and various methylene 

blue concentrations. SGM is a passive and cost-effective granular treatment system technology 

which can translate to other organic contaminants and industrial processes.  
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 The two treatment methods use varying processes and materials to meet the 

fundamental goal of immobilizing the photocatalysts for a sustained attack on organic 

pollutants. The studies present the experimental methods of both remedial technologies in 

sequence from material development and immobilization of the photocatalysts to assessment 

of reactivity and longevity. Herein, batch reactors are utilized to individually test each 

photocatalytic material and determine their feasibility to be up-scaled into an onsite pilot-test. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 Light has been shown to naturally degrade and decompose organic compounds 

overtime through photolysis. The ability to use semiconductors to catalyze this reaction was 

discovered in the late 1900s. Since this discovery, photocatalysts have been utilized to degrade 

harmful organic pollutants in wastewaters. Current techniques at wastewater treatment plants 

introduce photocatalysts, most commonly titanium dioxide, in slurry reactors to the degrade 

organic contaminants conventional methods cannot. This procedure allows the photocatalyst 

to disperse within the contaminant solution and optimize surface area reactivity with UV light. 

One of the major drawbacks of this methods is the need to filter out the photocatalyst after 

treatment. There is an established need to develop destructive technologies with the capability 

to continuously and effectively degrade organic pollutants. Limited efforts have been made to 

immobilize photocatalysts considering the few investigations which have occurred have led to 

decreased reactivity of the catalyst. The current studies have been designed to investigate the 

ability to immobilize titanium dioxide into material matrixes for an improved and sustained 

attack on organic pollutants. Two specific studies were carried out, one for in-situ use and the 

other for ex-situ. The results of batch reactor experimentation on both studies is presented 

herein and discussed in the following manner: 

• Chapter 2: Building upon the current state of knowledge of photocatalytic cement, a 

novel method of immobilizing titanium dioxide in the C-S-H phase of cement was 

developed. While titanium dioxide and maleic anhydride bonds (Ti-MAH) are well 

studied in literature, no known studies have introduced Ti-MAH into cement. A 

modified method of functionalization was validated, along with the determination of 
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Ti to MAH ratio. To establish an optimized Ti to MAH ratio and validate the increased 

reactivity, mixture proportions with variable amounts of titanium dioxide and a 

consistent w/c were tested. Batch reactor experiments were set up to analyze methylene 

blue degradation over time and cycles.  

• Chapter 3: A porous, photocatalytic silica-based granular media (SGM) was developed 

for ex-situ remediation of organic contaminants in wet mediums. While the media was 

developed specifically for emerging contaminants of concern, the validation of its 

photocatalytic capabilities were performed using a cation dye, methylene blue, in this 

study. From media synthesis to batch reactor experimentation, the utilization of SGM 

for the degradation of organic pollutants was determined to be effective and 

sustainable. 

• Chapter 4: Overarching conclusions between the two experimental designs are 

discussed, along with future testing and recommendations for implementation.  
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CHAPTER 2 

IMMOBILIZATION OF TIO2 NANOPARTICLES IN CEMENT FOR IMPROVED 

PHOTOCATALYTIC REACTIVITY AND TREATMENT OF ORGANIC POLLUTANTS 

Introduction 

As urban watersheds grow, the transport of organic contaminants, such as 

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), organochlorine 

pesticides (OCPs), and per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), in stormwater and surface 

runoff has increased in occurrence and amount [1-4]. Organic contaminants are listed as 

priority or emerging contaminants of concern in stormwater due to their persistence in the 

environment and the lack of effective conventional treatment technologies. Best management 

practices (BMPs) within the framework of green infrastructure (GI) act to curtail and control 

the volume of urban runoff, but most are ineffective in organic contaminant reduction. One of 

the primary mechanisms for reducing urban runoff volumes as well as contaminant treatment 

within low impact development (LID) is permeable pavements or permeable concrete 

structures [5]. While various research has been done to compare permeable interlocking 

concrete pavers, pervious concrete, and porous asphalt [6,7], pervious concrete is preferred for 

contaminant reduction potential [8]. The premise of pervious concrete is to allow for 

stormwater quantity and intensity reduction through the flow of water into hydraulically 

conductive sublayers that allow for natural percolation, infiltration, and stormwater peak 

intensity dissipation. Permeable pavement installations have increased in usage as the practice 

becomes mainstream, however, adaptations are limited to relatively low traffic areas and little 

design consideration is given to stormwater contaminant reduction [9]. 
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Organic Contaminants in Stormwater 

While GI and LID are beginning to focus on integrating both facets of stormwater, 

implementation within the urban environment can be difficult [10]. Regardless of efforts to 

reduce stormwater production and runoff volumes, many pollutants reside in urban stormwater. 

Organics are one of the most concerning pollutants in urban stormwater runoff [11]. Many 

organics contaminants, such as hydrocarbons, pose potential harm to human health and the 

environment despite implementation of mainstream stormwater management practices [12]. 

Total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) are hazardous to human health and some are potentially 

toxic to humans [13]. Some TPH compounds such as benzene, are carcinogenic while others, 

such as gasoline, are listed by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) as 

known carcinogens when occupationally encountered during routine use [13]. Hydrocarbons 

from petroleum are one of the largest contributors to urban stormwater pollutant load and are 

generally more concentrated in heavily trafficked areas [14]. In agricultural areas increased 

concentrations of organic pesticides, such as organochlorine a pyrethroid, have been found in 

stormwater runoff [15]. Pharmaceuticals and personal care products are pollutants that have 

begun to emerge in urban stormwaters [16]. PFAS are more recent emerging contaminants of 

concern, considering they are very persistent bioaccumulative compounds, and therefore 

stormwater monitoring and treatment of them has become a top priority to various agencies 

[3,17]. PFAS elude most conventional treatment methods such as advanced oxidation 

processes (AOP) or membrane treatment techniques, much in part to the versatility in use, 

production, and high solubility in water [18]. Human health impacts of perfluorooctanoic acid 

(PFOA) and perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS) include liver, immunological, 

developmental, endocrine, reproductive, and cardiovascular, along with potential for cancer 
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[3]. Since the industrial switch from natural dyes to synthetic, over 100,000 synthetic dyes 

have been produced and have been widely associated with water pollution due to the 10-15% 

waste during production [19,20]. Synthetic dyes can cause numerous health effects such as 

respiratory sensitization, skin irritation, and asthma [19]. Considering the vast impact organic 

contaminants have, a method is needed to mitigate the contaminants in remaining urban 

stormwater [11]. 

Challenges and Motivation 

The majority of stormwater runoff in urban areas is collected through combined or 

separate sewer systems and either treated at wastewater facilities or discharged via storm 

sewers to streams. However, the increase in runoff quantity causes infiltration and inflow into 

collection systems, causing wastewater treatment plants to routinely exceed storage and 

treatment capacities [12]. While there are many factors that impact inflow and infiltration and 

runoff treatment planning and management, a need for stormwater management beyond the 

existing GI is evident. Photocatalysis is a known degradation method in wastewater treatment 

that has potential for translation and integration in both impermeable and permeable concrete 

pavements and structures through the incorporation of a catalyst metal within the cementitious 

materials [21]. Degradation of contaminants during transport across or through concrete may 

initiate organic destruction during the time of travel, which may allow for less treatment time 

in receiving facilities, ultimately decreasing capacity needs. Research has shown that 

incorporating photocatalysts within concrete or as a surface sealant on structures results in 

some or partial degradation of air pollution within the immediate proximity of the surface. 

However, treatment capacity is not sustainability as degradation potential reduces over time 
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[22]. Furthermore, to date, no studies have been published on the photocatalytic ability of 

concrete to directly treat stormwater.  

Research presented here investigates the ability of functionalized titanium dioxide 

(TiO2) nanoparticles to permanently bond to silicates within cement for the purpose of 

photocatalytic degradation of organic contaminants in stormwater. Herein, TiO2 was 

functionalized to maleic anhydride (MAH), subsequently referred to as Ti-MAH, deposited 

into powder form, and then introduced to ordinary portland cement (OPC) during mixing 

procedures. Degree of fixation and reactivity were investigated by measuring the degradation 

of methylene blue, a known organic contaminant surrogate test pollutant [23]. In order to assess 

sustainable reactivity, methylene blue dye degradation was analyzed over multiple, sequential 

cycles. The cement mixtures with Ti-MAH were tested against those containing only TiO2 as 

well as a control mixture OPC lacking TiO2, in order to determine the sustainability of the 

photocatalytic capabilities within the environment.  

Photocatalytic Capabilities of TiO2 

Photocatalysts are materials capable of producing photoexcited electrons by absorbing 

light. Photoexcited electrons then elevate from the valence band gap to the conduction band 

gap and generate electron-hole pairs (e-/h+) that produce transformation of reaction 

participants. The resulting pair (e-/h+) act to reduce and/or oxidize compounds adjacent to the 

reactant surfaces making this method of contaminant treatment particularly effective for 

organic contaminants [24]. TiO2, ZnO, SnO2, and CeO2 are heterogeneous photocatalysts that 

are abundant in nature and utilized in semi-conductor applications [25]. Heterogenous metal 

oxides such as titanium are widely used in photocatalytic applications because of the ability to 

produce positive electron holes that act to oxidize organic solutions and decompose water in 
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the presence of UV light under ambient conditions [26,27]. TiO2 is considered a superior 

photocatalyst for organic pollutants in comparison to other metal oxides because it possesses 

photostability and low toxicity [28-30]. Band gap is a measure of energy needed to promote 

an electron from the valence band to the conduction band and is generally considered a measure 

of reactivity of the photocatalyst, eg the higher the band gap the more energy garnered during 

photoexcitation. Anatase has a larger band gap (3.2 eV) than rutile (3.0 eV), which has been 

shown to reduce the light absorbed, but increased the oxidation ability of electrons [31]. One 

means of increasing the band gap, increase reactivity and absorbance is to functionalize the 

catalyst with MAH. The addition of MAH to the TiO2 surface has been shown to increase the 

band gap, thus making the photocatalyst more reactive [32].  

Photocatalytic Treatment of Organic Contaminants 

Photocatalytic decomposition of organic pollutants is a promising technology in which 

a catalyst generates a ·OH radical by oxidation of OH- anions or generation of O2
- radicals by 

reduction of O2 [33]. Organic contaminants derived from non-point sources resist treatment 

within traditional best management practice. In order to reduce organic contaminants from 

non-point sources, water is collected and treated at wastewater facilities using photocatalysis 

[4]. Current treatment techniques for organic contaminants in wastewater involve slurrying 

TiO2 in order to optimize the surface area of reactive sites available during treatment [34]. 

While effective, TiO2 slurries require secondary or membrane filtration to ensure nano 

particulates are not introduced to the environment as new contaminants and to quench free 

radical presence [35]. As our understanding of nanoparticles in the environment grows, 

immobilization of TiO2 on substrates for treatment of contaminants has become more 

prevalent. Different methods of immobilizing TiO2 nanoparticles have been utilized such as 
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bonding to activated carbon [36], plastics [37] and clays [38]. More recently, photocatalytic 

decomposition methods have been studied for stormwater and groundwater treatment [39,40]. 

The development of innovative technologies, which utilize immobilized photocatalysts, can be 

used to mitigate the volume of organic contaminants treated at wastewater facilities.  

Photocatalytic Concrete 

The capabilities of photocatalytic concrete to reduce air and organic pollutants have 

been extensively studied with commercially available cements. TX Active® is a commercially 

available cement containing TiO2 and has been industrialized in Italy, France, and Belgium 

[41], along with the United States [42]. The inclusion of TiO2 in pervious concrete has been 

shown to degrade air pollutants as well [8]. However, the efficiency of a photocatalyst mixed 

within the concrete structure has been questioned due to the limited amount of photocatalyst 

exposed to the surface [43]. Therefore, various forms of photocatalytic coatings have been 

produced to optimize the surface area of the photocatalyst exposed to UV light. The application 

of a photocatalytic coating has been seen in site demonstrations in Belgium [44] and the United 

States [45,46], along with many others. Abrasion has been known to dislodge TiO2 from the 

surface leaving unreactive pieces of pavement [45]. Further studies elucidated the 

photocatalytic capabilities of the coatings significantly decreased after one month [22].  

Experimental Methods 

Experimental methods are presented in sequence from preparation of the 

composite materials, functionalization of the catalyst, cement mixtures and curing, 

and then assessment of reactivity and longevity. Each step of the procedural methods 

documented below draws upon the background presented above.  
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Functionalization of Ti-MAH 

Titanium dioxide was originally functionalized to maleic anhydride at ratios of three to 

one (3Ti-MAH) and two to one (2Ti-MAH), respectively. Ratios listed above were based upon 

theoretical reactive bonding sites available in the Ti-MAH group, reactive sites of the 

functionalized material available in order for the group to bind to cementitious media, and 

finally the minimal amount of titanium required. TiO2 and MAH were dissolved in methanol 

in these three ratios and heated until the solution temperature equilibrated to 65° Celsius. 

Solution maintained a constant temperature for 4 hours and continuously stirred in order to 

allow for complete functionalization to occur [32]. Solution was then placed in an oven at 35° 

Celsius or dried in ambient conditions until only powder remained. The resultant powder was 

ground by mortar and pestle to an equivalent particle gradation. Analysis of the functionalized 

material was performed using Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and x-ray 

diffraction (XRD) to verify permanent structural bonding.    

Materials and Mixture Proportions 

In order to test the permanence of bonding within cementitious paste, mixtures were 

prepared in small batches and placed in containers compliant with ISO testing procedures. 

Cement paste was mixed using OPC and ASTM grade de-ionized water (DI water) at a water 

to cement w/c ratio of 0.485. Mixtures included the incorporation of TiO2 or functionalized 

TiO2 by an equivalent weight of cementitious material. Type I/II OPC conforming to ASTM 

C150/C150M was used with a Blaine fineness of 373 m2=kg (1; 821 ft2=lb) and a Bogue 

composition of 55% C3S, 17% C2S, 8% C3A, and 10% C4AF [47, 48]. Titanium (IV) oxide, 

Aeroxide ® P25, ACROS Organics was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific.  
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XRD analysis of the P25 indicated the TiO2 was composed of primarily anatase and 

some rutile, with anatase presenting more intense peaks. Maleic anhydride (99% purity, 

Lot#MKCJ0038) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich Company and ACS reagent grade 

methanol (99.8% purity) was purchased from thermo Fisher Scientific. MAH and Ti-MAH 

powders were individually sealed in containers which were stored in a desiccator to prevent 

hydration. The TiO2 and Ti-MAH were inter-ground by mortar and pestle with the 

proportioned amounts of cement for their respective mixes (Table 1, 2). The ground powders 

were all treated as cementitious material with photocatalytic material addition acting as a 

supplementary cementitious material (SCM). Original testing was performed on 3Ti-MAH 

with the weight of TiO2 introduced into the cement at seven percent. However, additional 

testing was performed on 2Ti-MAH with a varying weight of photocatalytic material after 

FTIR analysis indicated optimization of the composite could improve reactivity. The water to 

cement ratio was kept constant for all mixes at 0.485 throughout the original and revised 

mixing. Mixture proportions for the batches are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 with each batch 

being mixed and tested in triplicate.  

Table 1. Mixture Designs Initial Testing 

Mixture Portland 

Cement 

(g) 

TiO2 

(g) 

3Ti-

MAH 

(g) 

DI 

Water 

(g) 

Control 14.29 - - 6.93 

TiO2 (7%) 13.29 1.00 - 6.93 

3Ti-MAH (7%) 12.96 - 1.33 6.93 

 

Table 2. Mixture Designs Additional Testing 

Mixture Portland 

Cement 

(g) 

TiO2 

(g) 

2Ti-

MAH 

(g) 

DI 

Water 

(g) 

Control 14.29 - - 6.93 

2Ti-MAH 

(1.5%) 

12.96 - 1.33 6.93 

2Ti-MAH (7%) 12.79 - 1.5 6.93 
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Mixing and Curing Procedure 

Samples were mixed in transparent borosilicate containers with a diameter of 2-

1/8” and height of 2-9/16” for translation to photocatalytic testing described below. (Figure 

1). Mixing was performed using hand incorporation of all materials. Each container was 

vibrated using a vortex mixer set to touch mode for approximately 15 seconds to remove air 

and to ensure complete mixing. Samples were then placed in a standard environmental 

chamber set to 100% humidity, 23 °Celsius and allowed to cure for 21 days to ensure complete 

cement hydration. After initial curing was completed, the samples were placed in an 

environmental chamber maintained at 50% humidity and 23° Celsius for 7 days to thoroughly 

dry out for prior to testing. 

Photocatalytic Testing 

The catalyst reactivity testing procedure was adapted from the International 

Organization for Standardization standard ISO 10678 [Fine ceramics (advanced 

ceramics, advanced technical ceramics) – Determination of photocatalytic activity of 

surfaces in an aqueous medium by degradation of methylene blue] [49]. Methylene 

blue (MB+) is an organic chloride salt commonly used to test pollutant reduction 

capacity in semiconductor photocatalysis because it highlights the efficacy of the 

photocatalytic process for removal in water pollutants [23]. MB+ has a high 

absorptivity and a maximum absorption at a wavelength between 660-665 nm [11, 50, 

51]. The features of MB+ absorption allow for a drastic color change as the compound 

breaks down into CO2 and H2O byproducts [52-54]. 

35 mL of 10 mg/L methylene blue was pipetted onto the cement and 

conditioned in a dark room for 12 hours prior to reactivity testing to minimize 
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adsorption properties of the cement. UVA/B/C lights operating at a range of 

wavelengths from 550 to 250 nm were precisely placed above the target at a height of 

4”. Prior to testing each sample was rinsed in MeOH, followed by DI water to remove 

lose material and residual dye. 35 mL of 10 mg/L methylene blue was again pipetted 

onto each cement sample which was then immediately placed under the lamp upon 

the target. Each sample was irradiated initially for 45 minutes when they were 

removed from the target. Solutions were extracted from the container and cooled in a 

darkened container prior to analysis. 

 

Figure 1 – Photocatalytic Testing Setup 

Methylene blue analysis was conducted using a DR3900 Hach UV-Vis 

Spectrometer and matching quartz cuvettes. Prior to testing calibration of the 

methylene blue concentrations was performed with a linear relationship achieved 

between absorption to concentration. Peak wavelength for methylene blue was 
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measured at 665 nm wavelength with full spectrum analysis performed every three 

samples. Each absorbance measurement was performed at minimum in triplicate or 

until variations in values were statistically invariable.  

Results and Discussion 

Validation of the Functionalization of Ti-MAH 

Functionalization of the TiO2 to MAH was validated using FTIR and XRD. Ti-MAH 

composites were prepared at a 1:1 ratio for all analysis. FT-IR measurements show a shift and 

broadening of the carboxylate peaks in the MAH, verifying functionalization (Figure 2). The 

major structure arrangement from analysis is two C-O-Ti arranged in an open monodentate 

configuration (Figure 3) [32]. FTIR analysis verified that 3Ti-MAH was not optimal 

(Figure 2). Therefore, additional photocatalytic testing was performed on using a 2Ti-

MAH. The photocatalytic testing discussed later corroborates enhanced reactivity in 

cement when a 2:1 ratio material is compared to a 3:1, while both are more reactive 

than TiO2. 
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Figure 2 – FTIR Analysis of MAH and Ti-MAH

 

Figure 3 – Proposed Structure Arrangement of 2Ti-MAH 

XRD denoted both anatase and rutile peaks with anatase peak intensity being 

more abundant (Figure 4a). After the TiO2 was functionalized to the MAH an 

amorphous structure was detected during XRD analysis starting about 38° and ending 
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at 58° 2θ angles (Figure 4b). Therefore, indirect evidence of functionalization is 

present.   

 

Figure 4a – XRD Diffractogram of P25 Titanium Dioxide 

 

Figure 4b – XRD Diffractogram of Functionalized Ti-MAH Powder 
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Validation of Ti-MAH Bonding to Silica within OPC 

Immobilizing the photocatalysis (TiO2) within the cement is important to the 

sustainability and reactivity for continuous treatment. The bonding is theorized to 

occur in various phases of silicates during cement hydration, specifically calcium-

silica-hydrate (C-S-H) gel remains amorphous in structure during cement hydration. 

During the process of functionalization, the double bond of the maleic anhydride 

opens up and is fixed onto amorphous silica, similar to manner to grafting the MAH 

to a polyolefin [55]. In order to verify that functionalized Ti-MAH bonded to C-S-H 

paste during curing, various, different forms of amorphous surrogate silicas were used 

to simulate bonding of the various silica phases of cement paste, as well as the point 

of bonding. This was done in a similar process to the functionalization of the TiO2 to 

MAH. Silica was added to methanol at a 1:1 ratio of silica to Ti-MAH. Solutions were 

continuously stirred for 4 hours after equilibration to promote bonding, to be referred 

to in this paper as Ti-MAH-Si. The resultant solution was heated at 65 °Celsius and 

continuously stirred for 12 hours. The Ti-MAH-Si was dried at 35°Celsius for 24 

hours and the dried residuals ground to an equivalent gradation using mortar and 

pestle. FT-IR, XRD, and SEM/EDS analysis was performed on powder from the same 

batch. 

FTIR was performed on Ti-MAH and Ti-MAH-Si to determine bonding points 

to MAH (Figure 5). The two spectra demonstrate the vibration changes with silica 

addition. The shift and broadening of MAH carboxylates peaks are still present, while 

some additional peaks are shown below 1500 cm-1. These vibration changes correlate 

with the silica spectra and are justified considering the silica addition. The primary 
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peak of interest, which validates the MAH-Si bond, is the C-H stretch peak. The C-H 

stretch indicates whether a single bond, double bond, or triple bond is present in the 

structure. Vibrational peaks of the =C-H stretch in MAH is 3124 cm-1 [56].  

 

Figure 5 – FTIR Comparison of Ti-MAH and Ti-MAH-Si 

Figure 6 shows the =C-H stretch in the Ti-MAH is present. This peak is no 

longer present in the Ti-MAH-Si spectra seen in Figure 6, which verifies that the 

double bond breaks to bond silicon to the Ti-MAH. The theorized structures of MAH, 

2Ti-MAH, and 2Ti-MAH-Si are presented in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6 – FTIR Comparison of Ti-MAH and Ti-MAH-Si C-H Stretch.

 

Figure 7 – Proposed Structure Arrangement of MAH, 2Ti-MAH, and 2Ti-MAH-Si 

Powders prepared for FTIR were also used for scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) analysis. Figure 8 shows a SEM image in backscatter electron mode with 

energy dispersive x-ray (EDS) used for elemental mapping of ground silica powder 

that had undergone functionalization. The Ti-MAH particle within the beam focus 

exhibit extensive coating of the silica particles, showing evidence of the bond to silica. 
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Some of the rougher surfaces which lack complete coverage are either outside the 

beam focus or appear to exhibit less TiO2 bonds. Therefore, the same process was 

done on a fumed silica (Figure 9), a common supplementary cementitious material. 

 

Figure 8 - SEM Backscatter Image with XPS Elemental Mapping (crushed silica) 

Note: Silica grains are shown in green hues while titanium is shown in red. The silica grain 

shown in the beam focus is thoroughly coated on all faces and edges indicating homogenous 

bonding. 

Fumed silica is a nanoparticle synthesized by pyrolysis processes; therefore, it lacks 

the rough edges present in the ground silica in Figure 8. In comparison, Figure 10 shows the 

elemental mapping of titanium and silicon functionalized on fumed silica particles. Elemental 

mapping imagery very clearly indicates that titanium is always present where silicon is present. 

From this imagery it can be determined the titanium is evenly coating the silica particles. 

While both images validate TiO2 coating the silica, the fumed silica has a more 

homogenous coating which is more correlative to C-S-H gel in cement.   
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Figure 9 - SEM Backscatter Image with XPS Elemental Mapping (silica fume, overlay)  

Note: Silica fume grains are shown in blue hues while titanium is shown in red. 

 

Figure 10 - SEM Backscatter Image with XPS Elemental Mapping (silica fume) 

Note: Silica fume grains are shown in blue hues while titanium is shown in red. 

The C-S-H phase is the most abundant hydration product of portland cement 

[57].  C-S-H grows in nanocrystalline structures surrounded by amorphous regions 

called the interfacial transition zone or ITZ [58]. Theoretical bonding of the Ti-MAH 

is proposed in the amorphous regions of the C-S-H. In order to support this hypothesis, 
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Ti-MAH was analyzed within the cement paste by SEM after cyclic testing of 

reactivity was completed (Figures 11a,b). Imagery shows the Ti-MAH clumped within 

certain regions of the cement pastes, with the largest clumps averaging 250 microns 

in width. These clumps act as micro-aggregated TiO2 within the cement paste.  

 

Figure 11a - SEM Secondary Electron Image of TiO2 Immobilized with the Cement Structure. 

Note: the blue box marks the location of image 11b 

The heterogenous consistency is theorized to be from the Ti-MAH bonding to the C-

S-H. Further analysis along the boundary of the aggregated TiO2 and the main cement paste 

composite verified the immobilization of the particles due to bonding within the C-S-H (Figure 

11b). Herein, amorphous C-S-H is interlocked to the aggregated TiO2 with crystals phases 

growing into the C-S-H substantiating complete immobilization. An interfacial transition zone 
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(ITZ) is found surrounding the boundary of the aggregate TiO2 clumps, verifying it is acting 

as an aggregated particle [59] 

 

Figure 11b - SEM Secondary Electron Image of the Interlocking of C-S-H and TiO2 Along 

the Boundary of the Aggregated TiO2. 

A cross-section was taken from a randomized section of the sample to in order 

to calculate the average surface area of the TiO2 remaining after continuous cyclic 

reactivity testing (Figure 12). The SEM cross section image was converted to a binary 

threshold in Image J. Surface area of TiO2 within relative to the entire sample cross 

section was calculated at 6.83% including the aggregated TiO2 as seen in Figure 11a. 
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Figure 12 - SEM Backscatter Image Converted to Binary to Calculate an Averaged Surface 

Area of TiO2 

Titanium nanoparticles are known to act as nucleation sites for cement 

hydration products that form around the particle. Aggregated TiO2 is hypothesized to 

occur as C-S-H gel crystalizes within the pore space and nucleation are occurring. 

Additionally, maleic acid is a super plasticizer and dispersant which retards the rate 

of hydration. Retardation of hydration and crystallization of cement paste occurs at a 

slower pace than nucleation forming ion gradients. Mobile phases such as calcium and 

aluminum diffuse away from the TiO2 across the ITZ and form crystalline calcium 

hydrate structures as seen in Figure 11b. Less mobile phases including the anhydrates 

and silicates form hydration products near the interfacial zone of aggregated TiO2 and 

the rest of the cement paste where amorphous C-S-H forms, containing residual water 
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from hydration and ion separation. The formation of this ITZ along the anhydrate 

boundary clearly immobilizes the titanium within the paste while maintaining the 

theoretical reduced composite band gap of the Ti-MAH structure. Physical 

immobilization of the Ti-MAH compound within the paste at preferential orientations 

is only a portion of the analysis as it does not verify improved photocatalytic reactivity 

relative to TiO2 inter-ground with cement pastes during mixing.  

Cyclic Photocatalytic Reactivity Testing of TiO2 Versus Ti-MAH in Cement 

Photocatalytic reactivity testing was first performed on the mixes from Table 1 

utilizing the 3Ti-MAH and the ISO standard concentration of 10 mg/L methylene 

blue. Three repeated cycles of reactivity testing were performed on each batch, in 

order to compare photocatalytic reactivity of the cement over time and across 

photocatalysts. Figure 13 presents the results of photocatalytic capacities over cycles. 

The OPC utilized is a grey cement and therefore is denoted as grey control (GC), while 

the TiO2 and 3Ti-MAH mixtures are denoted as such. Each cycle of testing was 

performed over 45 mins each.  The 3Ti-MAH mixture consistently tested more 

reactive than the grey control and TiO2 mixture and maintained that reactivity over 

time which verifies that immobilization of the photocatalyst using the Ti-MAH 

improves reactivity (Figure 14). 
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Figure 13 – Results of Photocatalytic Testing of TiO2 and 3Ti-MAH. 

After FT-IR analysis was performed on the Ti-MAH, it was determined that a 

2:1 ratio of TiO2 to MAH could be more reactive. Therefore, additional reactivity 

testing was done on a 2:1 ratio, however, titanium amounts were varied to include 

both 1.5%, and 7% TiO2 by weight of cementitious materials (Table 2). Cycle testing 

was again conducted to three cycles at 30 minutes instead of 45 minutes to determine 

if the 2Ti-MAH was more reactive than the 3Ti-MAH. Results indicated the 2Ti-MAH 

cycled over 30 minutes performed comparably in decomposition rates and 

concentration of MB+ as the 3Ti-MAH maintained in 45 minutes. Therefore, the 2Ti-

MAH was determined to be a more optimal ratio for reactivity and improved 

performance. 
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Figure 14 – Abs. Over Cycles Comparison of 2T-iMAH (7%) and 2Ti-MAH (5%) 

Stability of MB+ in Photocatalytic Testing  

The rates of decomposition of MB+ must be evaluated as function of MB+ 

concentration, mass of TiO2, and pH of solution as MB+ decomposition is highly pH 

dependent. High pH or alkaline solutions react with methylene blue, a cationic thiazine 

dye, resulting in the decay of MB+ and the formation of methylene violet Brenthsen 

when solution pH rises above 9.0 S/U [23]. The rate of MB+ decomposition is 

dependent upon the concentration of hydroxyls in solution as well as the dye itself. 

Methylene violet is essentially a hydrolysis decomposition product that may decay 

further under sustained alkaline conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to validate the 

use of MB+ as an indicator of photocatalytic abilities on cement paste as solutions 

directly in contact with the wetted surface of fresh cements may experience sustained, 

highly alkaline conditions [60]. Excess hydroxyls from the hydration process such as 
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calcium hydroxide are held in cement pores until flushed [61]. During flushing of the 

pores, free hydroxyls diffuse out into free solution, over time raising the pH of aqueous 

solutions immediately in contact with the wetted cement surface.  

The pH of the initial 10mg/L MB+ solution was approximately 8 to 8.2 S/U. 

After each cycle, the treated solutions were measured to determine if a correlation of 

pH to reactivity or MB+ decay was present in the experimental design. During the first 

cycle, the pH of the control grey cement, GC, was over 11.0 S/U. However, with each 

iterative cycle, the pH of the solutions decreased until such time as there was no 

appreciable difference from initial to final pH, occurring at the end of cycle 3. This 

implies a nucleophile attack on the MB+ from the excess hydroxyls freed during 

flushing of the cement in the form of Ca(OH)2, could be occurring in the initial cycles. 

As the presence of excess hydroxyls in solutions decreases, the nucleophile attack 

decreases, which functions to increase the initial decomposition rate of the MB+ 

compound relative to the final measurement. Each sample possessed the same water 

to cement ratio and weight of cementitious material. Therefore, each sample must also 

possess the same number of excess hydroxyls released into solution, and hence the 

nucleophile attack must cease by the third cycle for all samples.  

If nucleophile attack has ceased by the third cycle, the difference in 

performance between each sample mixture must be attributable to photocatalytic 

degradation of the MB+.  Indeed, photocatalytic degradation of MB+ should result in 

the formation of sulfuric acid and carbon dioxide gas. The sulfuric acid may be 

neutralized by the buffering capacity of the cement itself until the cement lacks 

mitigating capacity. Carbon dioxide gas reacts with the cement to form calcium 
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carbonate, reducing the overall pH and making the cement more prone to sulfate 

attack. The point at which excess hydroxyls are no longer freed by aqueous solution 

is commonly considered the carbonation point of the cement or concrete material. 

SEM (Figures 11a,b) imagery confirms the lack of portlandite in the samples after 

continuous cycle testing in the GC control and thus validates that nucleophile attack 

has ceased.  

In an effort to further validate that functionalization is the primary reason for 

the improved reactivity of the Ti-MAH samples, Hydrion One Drop 1.0-11.0 indicator 

solution was applied to the top face, bottom face, and a broken cross-section of a 2Ti-

MAH sample (Figure 15). Surface dying with phenolphthalein is commonly 

performed to assess the rate and/or point at which carbonation of cement occurs [62]. 

However, phenolphthalein would not show the range of pH of a cement sample with 

distance from an exposed surface and requires an uncarbonated control sample. 

Indicator dye verified that pH within the cement sample increased with distance from 

the surface exposed to MB+ solutions during treatment. Surfaces directly exposed to 

the MB+ solution during cycles are dyed yellowish orange, indicating a pH of 

approximately 6 S/U. As distances increases from the treatment surface, dye 

coloration exhibits a color ramp or gradient from light grayish blue to intense purple, 

representing a rise in pH above 11 S/U. The cross section further validates that pH had 

reduced below 8.0 pH in the Ti-MAH and that the difference in performance is from 

the enhance reactivity due to functionalization. 
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Figure 15 – pH of 2Ti-MAH Sample After Cycle Testing 

Photocatalytic Capabilities of 2Ti-MAH in White Cement Versus Commercially 

Available Cement 

While the increased reactivity of 2Ti-MAH compared to TiO2 was demonstrated in trials 

utilizing grey cement, additional testing was performed using white cement to compare against 

a commercially available photocatalytic cement. The exact percent of TiO2 in the commercially 

available cement is unknown, however, is estimated to be approximately 5-8%. Therefore, the 

2Ti-MAH was inter-ground with a white cement base from the same source as the 

commercially photocatalytic available cement. Four 30-minute cycles were performed as 

shown in Figure 16. Similar slopes are seen in cycles 1-3, with 2Ti-MAH being more reactive 
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and retaining a greater degradation percent. Between cycles 3 and 4 the commercially available 

photocatalytic cement decreases in efficiency by more than two times that of the 2Ti-MAH.  

2Ti-MAH remains equally as reactive as the cycle before. Results validates using 2Ti-MAH is 

a superior process for the development of photocatalytic cement.    

 

Figure 16 – Abs Over Cycles, Comparison of 2Ti-MAH Versus Commercially Available 

Photocatalytic Cement 

Applications 

Functionalizing the titanium enables the permanent bond to amorphous silica, 

essentially making almost any amorphous silica photocatalytic. The uses for titanium 

immobilized in this matter go beyond photocatalytic concrete and includes paints, 

ceramics, glass, coatings, dyes, crayons, sunscreen, varnishes, and paper products. 

Finally, immobilization of the titanium in the Ti-MAH-Si structure prevents 
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nanoparticle dispersion in the environment making this a more sustainable choice for 

treatment techniques. 

Conclusion 

Silica was bonded to photocatalytic titanium using the simple and efficient procedure 

of bridge the two with maleic anhydride (MAH). Bonding the Ti-MAH-Si together allowed 

for optimal orientation of the titanium particles within the silicon. Multiple robust lines of 

evidence were used to verify the bond formation between Ti-MAH and silica. For each 

iteration, ratio adjustments of Ti to MAH or mass of titanium within the cement samples were 

tested to determine bond strength, reactivity, and longevity of reactivity. The optimal ratio for 

enhanced reactivity performance was found to be a 2:1 ratio of TiO2:MAH. Additionally, when 

Ti-MAH is bonded within the cement pastes were cycled, the resulted clearly delineate 

increased reduction of methylene blue (MB+) concentration over time and improved longevity 

of cement pastes. Using effectively orientated and functionalized titanium within cement has 

great potential to enhance photocatalytic capacities of concrete and therefore improve 

treatment of non-point and point sources of organic contaminants. If the photocatalytic cement 

were used as a granular filter of media, enhanced organic removal capacity would occur 

considering free radicals would generate over more surface area with more contact time. 

Furthermore, cement is only one use for bonding Ti-MAH to silicon as there are many 

applications of use which could include paints, coatings and adhesives, construction building 

materials, and plastic modifiers. Given the potential uses, ease of preparation and application, 

and enhancement of performance over time, this technique is a promising means for reducing 

organic contaminants in air or water.  
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CHAPTER 3 

PHOTOCATALYTIC POROUS SILICA-BASED GRANULAR MEDIA FOR ORGANIC 

POLLUTANT DEGRADATION IN INDUSTRIAL WASTE-STREAMS 

Introduction 

As expansions in the textile industry continue, remedial technologies for textile dyes 

have become very important and in demand [1]. Since the industrial switch from natural dyes 

to synthetic, over 100,000 synthetic dyes have been produced and are widely associated with 

water pollution stemming from the discharge of untreated effluents into bodies of water [2–4]. 

With no requirement for pretreatment of effluent streams, 280,000 tons of dyes per year are 

discharged as effluent to water ways [5]. Organic dyes contribute to wastewater in various 

other aspects such as in hair dye [6] leather and paper industries [7], and luminescent solar 

concentrator (LSC) technologies [8]. Organic chemicals used in dyes are known to be toxic to 

the environment and cause detrimental health effects in humans, such as respiratory illnesses 

[9]. Textile dyes are highly soluble, organic compounds that cannot be effectively treated using 

conventional wastewater treatment technologies. Dye-specific treatment methods include 

adsorption and electro-chemical destabilization; however, these processes produce 

concentrated waste streams or additional byproducts which require further treatment or 

disposal [10]. Degradation of textile dyes by nucleophilic attack has been shown to be a 

promising method for mineralization of methylene blue as individual components [11,12]. 

Photocatalytic degradation processes have also shown to be effective in rapidly degrading 

numerous organic pollutants, including textile dyes [13,14]. Very few existing technologies 

combine the attacks for an improved treatment.  
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Photocatalysts are substances which use absorbed light to produce photoexcited 

electrons. These photoexcited electrons are then transferred from the valence band gap to the 

conduction band gap [15]. This process generates electron–hole pairs (e−/h+) which act to 

reduce and/or oxidize organic compounds and decompose water adjacent to the catalyst 

surfaces [16–19]. Heterogenous metal oxides such as TiO2, ZnO, SnO2, and CeO2, are naturally 

occurring, abundant, and widely used in photocatalytic applications because of their ability to 

produce positive electrons holes. While various heterogeneous photocatalysts have been 

studied and utilized [20–23], titanium dioxide has received the most attention for organic 

contaminant degradation [24–26]. Titanium dioxide possesses photostability and low toxicity, 

making it a superior catalyst for organic pollutants [27–29].  

Sol-gels form during a chemical reaction, hydrolysis/condensation, between a 

precursor and water, which promotes a biphasic cross-linking of silica-oxygen bonds to create 

a stable gel structure. Silica solutions formed during cross-linking of chains convert monomers 

into a colloidal media that can be further evolved into discrete particles or networked gel semi-

solids. Two major families of sol gels exist, xerogels and aerogels which are differentiated 

based upon the method for extraction of solvent solutions from the network of cross-linked 

gels. Within both aerogel and xerogel processes, metal oxides are utilized as dispersant aids 

and as additives to the final gel structure. In particular titanium is used for multiple purposes, 

but the xerogel sol gel process is widely utilized as a method for producing doped and uniform 

photocatalysts. 

Sol-gel processes are an innovative methodology for developing nanoparticles used for 

treating emerging contaminants of concern, especially when addressing organics. The sol-gel 

synthesis process allows for the usage of the anatase phase of titanium dioxide, which has a 
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larger band gap (3.2 eV) than rutile (3.0 eV). A larger band gap has been shown to reduce the 

light absorbed but increased the oxidation ability of electrons [30]. The photocatalytic 

capabilities of titanium dioxide can be further enhanced by doping the nanoparticles with 

various other transition metals such as iron, niobium, and chromium [31]. However, leaching 

of the doped species often occurs and is cause for concern if dopants are toxic metals such as 

chromium [32].  

One major advantage of incorporating photocatalytic materials within the sol-gel 

process is the ability to promote an increased surface area of the photocatalyst during gelation. 

Optimization or homogenization of the combined materials occurs as the catalyst disperses 

evenly throughout the gel, creating a uniform surface area, particle size, and distribution. In 

turn, increasing surface area enhances the efficiency and effectiveness of catalysis because of 

the homogenous structure created [33,34]. Recent advancements in sol-gel synthesis processes 

indicate that controlling the molar ratio of water-to-surfactant may increase the BET surface 

area by up to 58% [35]. Sol-gel synthesis is cost-effective, requires low energy consumption, 

and has the potential to produce zero waste during production [36]. When considering 

synthesizing photocatalysts for water and wastewater treatment, the xerogel method is most 

commonly used to develop catalysts to obtain nanoparticles for use in part with slurry reactors 

[37]. While using a slurry method optimizes the surface area of reactive sites available during 

treatment, the systems require a secondary or membrane filtration to retrieve the photocatalyst 

and ensure nanoparticles are not introduced to the environment as contaminants [38]. Others 

have developed silica-based adsorbents designed to filter out organic contaminants at high 

concentrations [39,40]. 
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Research herein describes an innovative, photocatalytic sol-gel matrix technology that 

creates a stabilized porous granular media through the utilization of sodium hydroxide, a 

known foaming agent [41], during solvent extraction. Sodium hydroxide pore infiltration 

followed by subsequent foaming during firing, aids in retention of the sol-gel networked 

structure. The resultant material is a very light-weight, highly porous, photocatalytic granular 

media which can be used as a packed-bed or column treatment systems. Granular media 

provides for a continuous treatment of contaminated solutions without requiring secondary 

filtration to recapture the activate treatment agent or photocatalyst. In addition, the porous, 

absorbent structure of this media creates micro and meso pore spaces that can be leveraged to 

further treat solution using an electrophilic or nucleophilic attack without need for separate 

injection. When both photocatalytic and electrophilic or nucleophilic means for treatment are 

combined, dual treatment can be passively accomplished by engineering the pore structure and 

diffusive rate of the electrophile or nucleophile. Further, this pore space can be utilized to 

passively diffuse buffer solutions for waste streams which require specific pH ranges for 

optimal treatment to occur. The research presented below demonstrates the reproducibility of 

the granular structured media, validates the destructive capabilities of the media with bench 

scale photoreactors, and further defines the long-term sustainability of the media during 

continuous treatment.  

Results and Discussion 

Four concentrations of silicic acid underwent experimentation in order to determine 

process optimization, SGM product durability, and photocatalytic capabilities (Figure 1). 

Process characterization and discrete particle testing were performed using thermal gravimetric 

analysis, forensic inspection using scanning electron microscopy and mercury intrusion 
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porosimetry. The results of particle and/or process characterization are separated below from 

the corresponding photocatalytic capabilities as the physical engineered characteristics dictate 

the photocatalytic nature of the SGM. 

 

Figure 17 – Photocatalytic Testing Setup Adapted from ISO 10678. 

Photocatalytic Porous Silica-Based Granular Media Characterization 

In order to determine the thermal stability of the SGM before and after firing, as well 

as to measure the mass fraction of volatile components present in the pre and post fired SGM, 

thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed. TGA was used to evaluate both the SGM 

during the gel phase, after being soaked in NaOH, and after complete synthesis of the SGM, 

post firing. Figure 2 depicts the thermal stability of the SGM as the mass evaluated underwent 

the firing process described above as compared to the gel phase. A 52% mass loss was recorded 

during the SGM firing process which directly corresponds to the evaporation of the solvent, or 

liquid phase, at increasing temperatures. When the gel media is compared to the fired SGM 
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using TGA, very little mass loss is observed, approximately 2%. Minimal mass loss indicates 

that the pore volume is retained by the foaming agent introduction, supporting the hypothesis 

that the sodium hydroxide effectively replaces the solvent after 12 h. Additionally, TGA 

analysis reveals that SGM is stable after firing over a range of temperatures and therefore 

capable of performing treatment over this range. SGM voids that formed during the gelation 

process are very clearly demonstrated to be preserved due to the foaming agent, yet the pore 

volume, structure, and distribution cannot be evaluated using TGA. If these pore structures are 

to be utilized as a means for additional treatment agents such as a nucleophile or electrophile, 

characteristics of the pore space distribution, volume, and gradation with respect to the 

variables of firing temperature and silicic concentration must be evaluated. 

 

Figure 18 – Thermal Gravimetric Analysis on Percent Weight loss of SGM during firing. 
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In order to evaluate the effects of the variables of increasing firing temperature and 

silica concentrations, visual verification of the pore space post firing was needed. 

Representative SGM samples randomly selected from each batch were preserved, broken to 

expose the internal pore space and then prepared for SEM analysis by mounting the samples 

onto carbon tape. Each sample was examined for pore space using a width of field view from 

10 to 12 mm (noted as WD in Figure 3) in backscatter mode and then further evaluated for 

elemental composition using the electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) function. Figure 3 

depicts the cross-sectional view of the sample SGM pieces as silicic acid concentrations 

increased from 5, 50, 500, to 1000 mg/L. Upon visual inspection two distinct forms of void 

structures are present within the distribution across the cross section. Large void spaces formed 

during the rapid evaporation and activation of the foaming agent during firing are more readily 

observed in the SGM containing lower concentrations of silicon. Foaming agent induced pores 

decrease in abundance and relative size as function of increasing silica in the SGM. This 

decrease in degassing related pores indicates that the cross-linked polymers are stronger and 

more durable as silica content increases. There is a background distribution of micro to meso 

scale pore spaces formed during the cross-linking of the polymer structure. Polymer cross-

linked structure preservation, uniformity, and homogenous size distribution all appear to be 

directly correlated to increasing silica content within the SGM (the void in the bottom left 

corner of Figure 3D is a hole in the SGM and is not representative of the SGM structure). An 

important yet more subtle feature which also corresponds to increasing silica content is the 

increase in the tortuosity and permeability of the pore space. While the cross-link formed pore-

spaces appear smaller in average size, they also appear more interconnected, homogenous in 

distribution, and uniform in size. An increase in cross-linked structures and decrease in 
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degassing voids can be observed as silicic acid concentrations increase. The increase in cross-

linked structures is caused by the increase in nucleation sites the silicic acid brings, thus 

creating a more durable SGM. Increases in durability and strength of the SGM are 

demonstrated to improve as the degassing void space decreases and silicic acid concentrations 

during gelation increase. While structural and thermal strengths have been assessed, the 

purpose of the SGM is to function as a photocatalytic granular media for water treatment. 

 

Figure 19 – SEM Images of (A) 5 mg/L Silicic Acid SGM (B) 50 mg/L Silicic Acid SGM 

(C) 500 mg/L Silicic Acid and (D) 1000 mg/L Silicic Acid. 
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A diffusion pore space capable of storing an absorbed solution is observed in the 

cross-section of SGMs in Figure 3. In order to determine the capacity of the SGM, 

absorption testing was performed on the various SGM in accordance with ASTM C128 

[42]. The test was modified to have an extended saturation period of 72 h due to the 

presence of significantly more void space relative to traditional aggregates. No other 

deviations from the standard occurred. The percent absorption was found to be between 

50% and 65%, depending on the variation. It is important to note that absorption was 

observed to decrease with the increase of silicic acid which corresponds to the larger voids 

formed during off-gassing of foaming agents. Desorption or diffusion of solution from the 

pore space is dictated by the formation of a thin crust that formed during the firing process. 

One way to measure the crust thickness or internal to external interface is through mercury 

intrusion porosimetry (MIP) which evaluates porosity, pore size distribution, and pore 

volume by intruding mercury into pore space under pressure. At low pressure, the large 

pore spaces are filled. As pressure increases, mercury is forced into the smaller pores. This 

process is governed by the Washburn equation which describes the pore aperture as a 

function of pressure using the non-wetting liquid physical properties. Table 1 presents the 

results of the MIP analysis performed on four samples representing increasing silica 

contents. 

Table 3. Pore Distribution Characteristics and Properties. 

 5 mg/L 50 mg/L 500 mg/L 1000 mg/L 

Intrusion Data Summary     

Total Intrusion Volume (mL/g) 0.9984 0.8768 1.2206 1.0791 

Total Pore Area (m/g) 33.152 34.260 34.450 38.723 
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Median Pore Diameter 

(Volume, nm)  
750.9 1162.6 1249.6 1014.0 

Median Pore Diameter (Area, 

nm2) 
17.4 14.9 16.3 16.0 

Average Pore Diameter (4V/A, 

nm) 
120.5 102.4 141.7 111.5 

Bulk Density at 0.20 psia 

(g/mL) 
0.5349 0.5981 0.4767 0.4998 

Apparent (skeletal) Density 

(g/mL) 
1.1478 1.2576 1.1399 1.0849 

Porosity (%) 53.4006 52.4428 58.1829 53.9323 

Stem Volume Used (%) 57 46 61 59 

Pore Structure Summary     

BET Surface Area (m2/g) 162.3000 133.9600 129.2300 156.9500 

Tortuosity factor  0.032 0.065 0.044 0.032 

Tortuosity  0.9166 1.3234 1.1439 1.2185 

Mayer Stowe Summary     

Interstitial porosity (%) 35.0388 36.3433 28.8441 25.9500 

It is clear from the MIP pore structure analysis that increasing amounts of silica up to 

500 mg/L created a more uniform pore structure, overall porosity, and average pore diameter 

and volume. Increasing silica higher, to 1000 mg/L, did not produce a more desirable pore 

structure or overall porosity. Within the 500 mg/L silica SGM, a well graded distribution of 

pore space is noted, as the average and median pore diameter and volume are both greater than 

any other variation. BET surface area is a measure of catalyst surface area available to react 

with a gas or solution. BET surface areas are approximately 33–40% higher than rare titanium 

dioxide surface area. In addition to pore structure and characterization, the distribution of the 

pores was compared to differential pressure of intrusion agent. Pore size distribution is 
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calculated with the assumption that the pores are spherical and that larger pore spaces fill with 

the non-wetting liquid intrusive agent at lower differential pressures, and smaller pores require 

significantly higher pressure to fill. The distribution curve of pores for the 500 mg/L SGM is 

presented in Figure 4. Pore distribution is bimodal in that there are large pore spaces that are 

homogenous in shape and size, while the majority of pore spaces are much smaller with an 

average size of 80 nm. The bimodal distribution also indicates that there is a 30–40 nm 

thickness of very dense layer surrounding the smaller pores which is noted in Figure 4 as the 

curve transitions from horizontal to vertical. All four SGM concentrations examined depicted 

the same bimodal distribution with the same pore size distribution transition. A working 

hypothesis is that the crust or shell layer separating the larger pores from the smaller pores is 

formed as the foaming agent degasses during firing. The exterior of all SGM variations is 

smooth with no obvious openings, providing some validation of this theory. In addition, the 

absorption and desorption of solution from the pore space indicates a bimodal trend with larger 

pores sorbing and desorbing solution faster than smaller pores. The rate at which desorption 

occurs mimics the pore distribution curve in Figure 4, both of which describe a thin film 

behavior. The thin shell may function as a control on diffusion of solution from within the 

microporous structure to solution surrounding the exterior of the media. 
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Figure 20 – Mercury intrusion porosimetery pore size distribution. 

Since the SGM was developed as a granular photocatalytic material, understanding the 

amount and phase of semi-conductor metal used in the media is extremely important. In order 

to evaluate the source and final photocatalysts, powdered x-ray diffraction (XRD) was 

performed to determine the major composition of the source. XRD analysis revealed that 

calcination of the semiconductor metals may have occurred during the firing stage. While both 

anatase and rutile phases are still present, the intensity of the rutile peaks significantly 

decreased after the SGM synthesis media process.   

Photocatalytic Degradation of Methylene Blue 

Degradation Kinetics  

Photocatalytic reactivity testing was performed on all four variations of SGM utilizing 

the ISO methodology described in 3.1 (Figure 1). SGM was adhered to the batch reactor to 

prevent flotation and to ensure that each reactor maintained the same exposed surface area. 
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SGM granules were prewetted to saturated surface dry condition prior to testing. Sample 

aliquots for each silica concentration SGM were taken every ten minutes from 0 to 60 minutes 

as shown in Figure 5. A control was run with no light to validate the degradation of the dye 

versus adsorption to the SGM. Figure 4 depicts some minimal observed adsorption occurs from 

0 to 30 minutes as the dye wets the surface and the pore space fills, however, there is no change 

from 30 to 60 minutes. The primary mechanism for methylene blue reductions by SGM is 

therefore photolysis, when the dark control data is compared to the data presented in Figure 5. 

While similar degradation percentages were obtained from all treated SGM variations at 60 

minutes, the 500 mg/L silicic acid SGM had the quickest path to degradation and resulted in 

90.6% removal, while the majority of removal (84.6%) removal was achieved after 40 minutes. 

The rate of reduction clearly slows down in all reactors as time approaches the hour mark. 

 

Figure 21 – Percent Photocatalytic Degradation of Methylene Blue Over Various SGM. 
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Photocatalytic degradation of methylene blue in SGM is shown to follow first-order 

degradation kinetics (Figure 5). Figure 6 depicts the linear trend when timed discrete aliquots 

are plotted against ln(C0/C). The variance from the fitted line is theorized to be from minimal 

evaporation of the dye during treatment causing some concentration or from pH influence, as 

discussed later. Table 2 gives the regression equations and rate constants for the various SGM 

where the r-squared value is approaching 1 indicating a first-order reaction. 

 

Figure 22 – Reaction Kinetics of Methylene Blue Over Various SGM 

Table 4. Regression Equations and Apparent First-Order Rate Constants for 

Degradation Kinetics of Methylene Blue Over Various SGM. 

Silicic Concentration of 

SGM (mg/L) 
ln(C0/C) = kt + b R2 

k 

(min−1) 

5  ln(C0/C) = 0.0286t − 0.131 0.924 0.0286 

50  ln(C0/C) = 0.0385t − 0.278 0.8882 0.0385 

500  ln(C0/C) = 0.045t − 0.2114 0.9522 0.045 

1000  
ln(C0/C) = 0.0337t − 

0.2342 
0.9054 0.0337 
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Effect of pH on Degradation Kinetics  

Literature states the initial pH of MB+ is between 5.0 and 8.0 S/U, when water is used 

as a solvent [43]. For this study, the initial MB+ pH was 6.55. The pH was measured with an 

Accumet gel-filled electrode calibrated with a standard pH 4.0, 7.0, and 10.0 curve. 

Measurements of pH occurred over various time increments, in 10 minutes intervals for the 

entire hour of photostimulated treatment. Figure 7 shows an increase in pH over time and with 

degradation of MB+. This trend opposes general photocatalyzed reactions, considering the 

byproducts of MB+ destruction are acidic compounds [43]. The increase in pH is assumed to 

be diffused excess sodium hydroxide from within the SGM. In order to support this hypothesis, 

diffusion testing was performed using a 10 to 1 ratio of DI water to SGM. The test was 

performed on the 500 mg/L silicic acid SGM considering it was the most reactive and all 

variations followed a similar trend. Figure 8 shows that the pH of a solution increases during 

continuous contact time with the SGM until equilibrium is reached at about one hour. The 

extent of this influence is unknown considering no change to the ending pH was observed 

during cycle testing. Methylene blue degradation is shown to increase with basicity; therefore, 

the degradations kinetics could be impacted by the increase in pH.  
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Figure 23 – pH of Methylene Blue Over Various SGM 

 

Figure 24 – SGM Influence on pH. 
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While full wavelength spectra analysis was performed on every sample. The 500 mg/L 

silicic acid SGM is depicted in Figure 9 because it was proven to be the most reactive. Here it 

can be more easily observed that the degradation percentage is the greatest between 20 and 30 

min. Similarly, the greatest increase in pH was found to be from 20 to 30 minutes, further 

validating the influence of pH on degradation kinetics. 

 

Figure 25 – Methylene Blue Degradation by 500 mg/L Silica SGM 

Sustained Photocatalytic Reactivity with Added Amendments to the SGM 

The variations of SGM were further tested in a cyclic form with additions of de-ionized 

water (H2O-SGM), nitric acid (HNO3-SGM), and sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O3-SGM) to the 

pore space. SGM media were adhered to the reactor, filled with MB+ solution, tested, the 
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solution decanted from the reactor, and then refilled for another reactor test cycle. SGM 

without anything loaded in the pore space was tested as a control for comparison of 

performance. For this study, the amendments were preloaded into the pore space by soaking 

the SGM in a one molar concentration of their respective solutions for 72 h. Vacuum 

impregnation could be used as an alternative to soaking to ensure that all pores are preloaded 

with the diffusive solution of choice. Cycles were performed in 45-minute allotments and 

recycled a total of four times (Figure 10). 

The stability and reactivity of the SGM were analyzed by the removal of MB+ and the 

visual appearance of the media over each cycle. For cycle 1, the unsoaked granule noted in 

Figure 10 as “SGM” was found to decrease in MB+ treatment removal as the content of silicic 

acid concentrations increased (Figure 10 a–d). Increasing silica appears to inhibit the ability 

for the dye to absorb onto the surface of the photocatalyst as increasing silica within the SGM 

encapsulates the titanium dioxide. Considering the short lifespan of reactive radicals, they are 

normally diffused to the photocatalytic surface and react with the adsorbed molecules. 

Therefore, the longer it takes for the contaminant to adsorb to the surface, the longer it will 

take to remove the compound. This phenomenon is only observed in cycle 1 of all “SGM” 

labelled batches across all four concentrations, as the surface and pore space were wetted in 

subsequent cycles the performance was comparable to the other treatments. 
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Figure 26 – Photocatalytic Cyclic Testing over (A) 5 mg/L Silicic Acid SGM (B) 50 mg/L 

Silicic Acid SGM (C) 500 mg/L Silicic Acid and (D) 1000 mg/L Silicic Acid, with various 

amendments. 

The addition of both nitric acid and sodium thiosulfate treatments hindered the removal 

efficiency for MB+ for all concentrations but is most pronounced in the SGM batches 

corresponding to higher absorption capacities (5 and 50 mg/L silicic acid). However, the 

addition of nitric acid has the ability to act as an internal pH buffer in acidic conditions (Figure 

11). Future uses of the internal pore space could include various treatments which diffuse from 

the microstructure of internal pores, through the thin shell of the SGM, and then contribute to 

the overall wetting solution. In these situations, the desired acid and concentration to preload 
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into the SGM would be determined by the compounds of concern in the waste stream and 

optimal final pH for degradation. Cyclic testing verified the ability of the SGM to buffer the 

solution to a pH equivalent to the equilibrium of the media, which was determined to be just 

under pH 12.0 during diffusion testing. The stability and durability of the SGM becomes a 

concern when the pH of solution exceeds the natural pH of the media. Of primary concern is 

cleaving of silica–oxygen–silica bonds at pH elevated above 12.0. Therefore, no addition 

treatment agents can be incorporated within the pore space that will increase the pH greater 

than 12 for a sustained amount of time. The pH of the SGM with no additional treatments and 

DI water addition were statistically indifferent, therefore, only one was reported. The sodium 

thiosulfate incorporated within the pore space had no influence on the pH.  

 

Figure 27 – pH of Methylene Blue After One Cycle. 

The longevity of the SGM was tested over four continuous cycles. General trends 

showed the DI water soaked SGM consistently performed better at all variations of the media. 

While there was some variance in the removal of MB+ over cycles, the percent removed stayed 
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between +/−10%. The 50 mg/L and 500 mg/L were the most consistent SGMs, with removal 

only varying between +/−5%. Further testing was performed on these SGM variations to 

determine the optimal mixture design for the removal of methylene blue.  

Determination of the Most Efficient SGM  

Cyclic testing was performed for six cycles over both the 50 mg/L and 500 mg/L SGM 

to determine which SGM was most effective in the continuous removal of MB+. The SGM was 

soaked in DI water for 24 h prior to testing and then dried to saturated surface dry condition. 

The SGM was tested utilizing both 10 mg/L and 20 mg/L methylene blue to test the reactivity 

at higher contaminant concentrations (Figure 12). Cycles were performed in 60-minute 

allotments and continuously recycled.  

 

Figure 28 – (A) 10 mg/L Methylene Blue Degradation by SGM (B) 20 mg/L Methylene 

Blue Degradation by SGM. 

Advantages and disadvantages of both SGM variations were observed during cyclic 

testing. For the 10 mg/L MB+, maximum removal was 94.29% for the 50 mg/L silicic acid 

SGM (50-SGM) and 95.79% for the 500 mg/L silicic acid SGM (500-SGM). While the 50-

SGM varied less than 2% over cycles with continuous removal over 90%, the 500-SGM varied 
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just over 10%. The 20 mg/L MB+ had a maximum removal of 87.65% for the 50-SGM and 

83.83% for the 500-SGM. The first cycle had a significantly lower removal percentage which 

is assumed to be a delay in the adsorption of the dye to the photocatalyst to begin degradation.  

While the absorbance of MB+ over cycles was used to determine efficiency of the SGM, 

visual observations were also made. Solids appeared in the solution of the 50-SGM in the 4th 

cycle but did not seem to have a large influence on the absorbance of the MB+. No solids were 

visible in the 500-SGM. This observation notes that the stability of the structure of the SGM 

increases with silicic acid concentration.  

The photocatalytic reactivity of both the 50-SGM and 500-SGM show continuous 

removal capacity of methylene blue. The 50-SGM shows a higher efficiency of removal in 

both concentrations of MB+ by the sixth cycle. However, the durability and stability of the 50-

SGM significantly lessens overtime, therefore, the 500-SGM is determined to be the most 

suitable SGM for continuous treatment of methylene blue. 

SGM Condition after Cyclic Testing  

After cyclic testing was completed, forensic analysis was carried out on the SGM to 

determine the condition of the photocatalyst. Figure 13 shows the distribution of the silicon 

and titanium within the SGM in SEM-EDS at microscale. In the image areas colored red are 

titanium, while those colored blue are silicon. In SEM-EDS imagery the darker and more 

intense the color, the higher the concentration of that element. While there are some places 

with either one of the elements is more predominant, it can be observed that the photocatalyst 

is homogeneously immobilized within the media and does not appear to leach out over time. 

Fixating the photocatalyst within the SGM is one priority factor that allows SGM to 
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continuously perform treatment without the need for secondary filtration unlike slurry 

treatment technics. 

 

Figure 29 – SEM/EDS Image of SGM after Cyclic Testing. 

While fixation of the photocatalyst is an important aspect of SGM, it is still possible 

for a fixated photocatalyst to convert to other forms or the ratio of anatase to rutile may change. 

XRD analysis was performed on the SGM before and after cycle testing (Figure 14). The 

titanium dioxide (P25) used in synthesis of the SGM was analyzed for comparison of the 

anatase and rutile peaks. While the intensities of the peaks were suppressed by the silica content 

in the SGM, it is apparent that the peaks do not shift or broaden in the anatase and rutile peaks 

noted. Also, no notable changes were exhibited in the SGM patterns before and after cyclic 

testing, showing no alterations to the SGM occur during testing.  
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Figure 30 – XRD Pattern of SGM Before and After Cyclic Testing Compared to the TiO2 

Photocatalyst Used. 

Experimental Methods and Materials 

Materials 

Materials utilized to create the stabilized sol-gel structure and used in photocatalytic testing 

include the alkoxide precursors, acid and base catalysts, photocatalysts, foaming agents, 

electrophiles, and nucleophiles. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), tetramethyl orthosilicate 

(TMOS), titanium (IV) oxide, Aeroxide ® P25, ACROS Organics, and nitric acid were 

purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA) with lot numbers A0420038, 

A0408640, A0407014, and 147594, respectfully. Sodium hydroxide (B1750262), potassium 

hydroxide (B1558512), and silicic acid (B0148079) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. 

Louis, MO, USA). Reagent grade sodium thiosulfate, acetic acid, and hydrochloric acid were 
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used. In order to determine the long-term sustainability of the media over time, initial X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) analysis of the titanium dioxide (TiO2) was performed and yielded a 

composition primarily composed of anatase with minor rutile.  

Photocatalytic Porous Silica-based Granular Media Development 

The overarching goal of this research was to develop a porous, photocatalytic, granular 

media to be utilized in a packed column or bed, for passive, continuous treatment of organic 

contaminants in solution. Optimal combinations of precursor to water mixtures were 

performed in bench scale testing using an iterative, partial factorial approach that controlled 

for concentration, ratio, and process. In order to determine the most favorable conditions and 

processes, photocatalytic porous silica-based media (SGM) synthesis was conducted with 

various precursors, acid catalysts, base catalysts, material ratios, temperature, and solvent 

extraction processes to determine a suitable media for continuous treatment of methylene blue.  

While both tetraethyl orthosilicate and tetramethyl orthosilicate were examined as 

viable precursors for structural stability of SGM, TEOS is the more cost effective and 

industrializable precursor for SGM applications. The addition of acid and base catalysts was 

used to control the time to gelation and ultimate a porous structure. Acetic acid, hydrochloric 

acid, silicic acid, nitric acid, sodium hydroxide, and potassium hydroxide were examined in a 

testing matrix of concentration and volume over various TEOS to water ratios. While all of the 

examined acids and bases listed were suitable for developing a sol-gel, strong acid and bases 

heavily favored the irreversible forward reaction hence creating a very weak cross-linked 

structure. Silicic acid the most appropriate catalyst as silica acts as a nucleation site during 

polymerization as well as possessing the ability to lower the solution pH sufficiently to 
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promote hydrolysis without introducing leachable compounds to the SGM. In addition, since 

silicic acid is a weak acid, gelation was readily controllable during heating.  

Aerogels are ultralight, porous materials in which collapse of the gel network is 

prevented by replacement of solvent by gas. Solvent extraction to develop a porous media 

include supercritical drying, ambient pressure with matrix strengthening, or freeze-drying 

methods, leading to the synthesis of an aerogel [44,45]. Of these three methods, supercritical 

drying is the most commonly utilized variation of aerogel solvent extraction. Supercritical 

drying requires special pressure vessel capable of high pressure, in which supercritical carbon 

dioxide is continuously passed over the gel to extract the solvent. Super critical drying requires 

specialized equipment, skilled technicians, and potentially harmful gas to reproducibly 

synthesize aerogels. With the introduction of a foaming agent into the solvent system, 

described below, supercritical conditions were bypassed as unnecessary. While various 

foaming agents or hydroxides were tested for maximum pore structure retention with minimum 

loss of material, sodium hydroxide yielded the best results. Sodium hydroxide was introduced 

to the sol-gel in gelation phase prior to firing at various concentrations in order to determine 

optimized conditions. This step proved to be crucial to the sol gel media process as higher 

concentrations of NaOH cleave the Si–O–Si bonds that make up the gel network [46] and result 

in the dissolution of the gel. However, too low of a sodium hydroxide concentration over short 

lengths of exposure did not fully allow for foaming agent penetration, resulting in the gel 

forming powder upon firing. Once optimal concentrations and immersion times were 

determined for sodium hydroxide, the media was placed on a ceramic sheet and fired. Various 

activation temperatures were utilized in order to optimize the foaming agent’s release from the 

pore solutions and therefore produce the most homogenous and well distributed pore structure. 
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Note that the foaming agent is not activated at ambient conditions and requires some heat to 

retain the 3D cross-linked network. A temperature over 300 °C was required for activation of 

the foaming agent, however, above 450 °C the titanium photocatalyst converted to 

predominantly rutile.  

Once the general process for SGM was devised, further testing for the optimal mixture 

proportions was performed. Initial SGM synthesis and photocatalytic testing indicated the 

optimal silica to titania ratio for structural stability and reactivity was approximately a 4:1 

(SiO2:TiO2) ratio. Addition of titanium dioxide exceeding this ratio produced a powder upon 

firing, rather than a porous media. Silica in excess of the 4:1 ratio inhibited or shielded the 

photocatalyst within the media or on the surface, causing the media to be less photocatalytically 

active. Trends showed durability of the SGM structure increased with an increasing 

concentration of silicic acid up to an optimized point before reactivity began to decrease due 

to armoring of photocatalyst discussed above. This study further investigates the extents of this 

trend to determine the optimal SGM mixture for continuous cyclic batch testing of the 

photocatalytic removal of methylene blue.  

Photocatalytic Porous Silica-based Granular Media Synthesis 

Media synthesis was performed following a hydrolysis/condensation reaction 

mechanism [47] and utilizing TEOS as a precursor, silicic acid as a catalyst, and TiO2 as a 

photocatalyst. During this process, 9 g of TiO2 was dissolved in 150 ml of TEOS and 150 ml 

of silicic acid at various concentrations (5, 50, 500, and 1000 mg/L). The solution was stirred 

at 55 °C until gelation was complete, approximately 12 h after initial mixing. The gelled sample 

was then broken into the desired size or gradation for the testing protocol needed, e.g. column 

or batch reactors. For this study spherical pieces about 1 cm in diameter were created in order 
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to match the reactor vessel. Pieces of the broken gel were placed into 1M NaOH for a minimum 

of 12 h to allow for the foaming agent to displace solvent within pore space. However, with 

the chosen concentration, less than 2% of the gel mass was lost during the soaking process. 

Once the gel was fully saturated with the foaming agent (NaOH), the gel was fired at 400 °C. 

Four variations of SGM at increasing concentrations of silica were chosen for further analysis 

and photocatalytic efficiency testing. In addition, forensic investigation of the structure and 

durability of the SGM was performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (UMKC) 

imagining and mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) (Tuscon, AZ, USA) to analyze the 

porosity and pore distribution.  

Photocatalytic Testing 

A modified testing procedure of the photocatalytic reactivity of the SGM was adapted 

from the International Organization for Standardization standard ISO 10678 [Fine 

ceramics (advanced ceramics, advanced technical ceramics); Determination of 

photocatalytic activity of surfaces in an aqueous medium by degradation of methylene 

blue] [48]. Methylene blue (MB+) is a common contaminant in textile wastewater [49] 

and is routinely used as a surrogate to test organic pollutant reduction capacity. MB+ 

degradation highlights the efficiency of photocatalytic degradation capabilities and is 

considered optimal for lab testing considerations because degradation of the structure 

results in a drastic color change from dark blue to clear as the progressive destruction 

of the compound forms CO2 and H2O byproducts [42,50]. Methylene blue possesses 

a high absorptivity with a maximum absorption occurring at a wavelength between 

660 and 665 nm [51,52]. 
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Photocatalytic testing of the SGM was performed using the batch reactor setup 

shown in Figure 1. 35 mL MB+ solution was pipetted to cover a single layer of SGM 

adhered to the bottom of the batch reactor. SGM weighed approximately 3 grams per 

batch test, which equates to approximately 0.10 grams of photocatalyst depending 

upon the concentration of silicic acid under evaluation. UVA/B/C lights operating 

over a wide range of wavelengths from 550 to 250 nm were precisely placed above 

the targeted SGM at a height of 4”. Experiments involving cycle testing required that 

the initial solution be discarded and another 35 mL of MB+ pipetted onto the SGM 

which was then immediately placed back under the light. Minimal disturbances of the 

UV light source interacting with the targeted SGM were attempted and all deviations 

or movements of SGM, solution, and light interactions were kept at a minimum to 

insure replicability. Aliquots of solutions were extracted at various time intervals in 

order to obtain kinetic representation of the degradation potential. In addition, 

extracted aliquot solutions were cooled in a darkened container prior to further 

analysis. Concentrations of methylene blue analysis was conducted using a DR3900 

Hach UV–Vis Spectrometer (UMKC) and identical matching 10ml quartz cuvettes. 

Prior to testing, calibration of the methylene blue was performed with MB+ 

concentrations of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mg/L and a linear relationship of absorption 

to concentration was achieved. Full spectrum analysis indicated 660 nm was the 

primary peak wavelength for methylene blue examined in this study. Each aliquot 

sample analysis was performed in triplicate for absorbance at 660 nm, with full 

wavelength scans performed at least once per sample in order to determine when 

secondary or degradation peaks were observed. 
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Applications and Future Testing 

An optimized SGM variation was finalized for a sustained photocatalytic reactivity and 

therefore treatment for organic contaminants in solution. The 50 mg/L SGM possessed the best 

treatment of MB+ performance, however, variations to the design and treatment of pore space 

can be performed in order to target a specific waste stream. Amendments were added to the 

pore space with the intent to slowly diffuse through the thin shell and assist in treatment 

performance. Treatment within the pore space clearly show the diffusive abilities of the SGM 

while in contact with the waste stream. While these compounds did not necessarily have a 

positive impact on the degradation of MB+, diffusion of various amendments from the pore 

space provides the additional capacity of the SGM to have either an electrophile or nucleophile 

attack on the contaminants of concern. Salts are known to decrease the surface tension in 

perfluoroalkyl acids [53] and can be used to improve removal efficiency of these compounds 

[54]. The utilization of the porous media introduces the ability to treat numerous contaminants 

and waste streams, with possibility to treat PFAS bearing waste streams. 

Bench scale tests were performed for this study to determine the most feasible SGM as 

a packed bed or column water treatment system. While the performance of the SGM was 

established, additional work remains to be done. Future testing will be performed utilizing the 

media in a packed column (Figure 15). A column system will allow for continuous treatment 

of the waste stream in a very industrial driven design. SGM is optimal for this type of system 

as the gradation of the SGM can be controlled for, thus allowing treatment to be performed on 

the optimized gradation for contact time or reaction rates. Future testing on various organic 

contaminants, degradation kinetics, and flow rates in order to determine the required contact 

time and reaction rates. 
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Figure 31 – Rapid Testing Column Schematic. 

Conclusion 

A photocatalytic porous silica-based granular media was synthesized for continuous 

photocatalytic degradation of organic contaminants. Methylene blue was utilized as a surrogate 

contaminant for textile dyes. An initial testing matrix was utilized to determine a general 

method and process for synthesis of the SGM. The 3D structure of the polymer was retained 

through addition of a foaming agent, which has previously never been studied as a solvent 

extraction method. Further testing was performed on various ratios of silica to titania to 

determine a mixture design for a highly reactive and sustainable SGM. The porous structure 

allows for introduction of amendments that can be utilized in the degradation of the 

contaminants or as a pH buffer. The SGM was successful in removing over 90% of methylene 

blue in one hour and consistently performed at this for capacity in multiple successive cycles. 

The vast variability control of the SGM design allows for the media to be designed for general 

treatment purposes or tailored for a specific contaminant. Given the ease and low energy 

consumption of synthesis, the versatility of application, and continuous reactivity over time, 

the SGM is a promising media for treatment of organic contaminants in aqueous phase. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE TESTING, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 The research presented utilized laboratory batch reactor experiments to evaluate the 

ability of two photocatalytic materials to degrade methylene blue. One designed as an in-situ 

method for mitigating organic pollutants in stormwater, and the other an ex-situ method for 

degraded concentrated waste-streams. The study was intended to investigate the ability for the 

materials to degrade methylene blue over time, along with determining the sustainability of the 

photocatalytic properties. Concluding remarks, future testing, and recommendations for 

implementation will be addressed separately for the two materials tested in this study. 

 The first material testing was titanium dioxide immobilized within cement paste to be 

utilized in photocatalytic concrete infrastructures. While many photocatalytic cements are 

commercially available, many only are only capable of degrading air pollutants, and those able 

to degrade aqueous pollutants have a very short life cycle. Herein, the TiO2 was functionalized 

to maleic anhydride to form (Ti-MAH) and inter-ground into the cement powder. Batch reactor 

testing of the Ti-MAH showed promising results with an increased reactivity when compared 

to TiO2. Over 95% of methylene blue was completely degraded within 45 minutes and 

demonstrated a sustained reactivity within 5% over three cycles. Further testing shortened the 

cycles to 30 minutes; however, the shortened cycles revealed a secondary reaction mechanism, 

hydrolysis. The elevated pH originated from diffused calcium hydroxide in the hydrated 

cement and aided the degradation of the methylene blue, however, the degradation was still 

almost 12 times greater than that of the control without a photocatalyst. While these tests 

validated the photocatalytic reactivity of the Ti-MAH within cement paste, the theory that the 
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immobilized catalyst would be more sustainable than commercially available photocatalytic 

cements still needed to be tested. Four 30-minute cycles were tested with results showing the 

Ti-MAH cement was almost four times more efficient at degrading methylene blue by the 

fourth cycle when compared to a commercially available cement. 

 The current research was designed as a proof of concept to validate immobilizing the 

photocatalysts allows for a more efficient and sustainable photocatalytic cement. While this 

theory was proved out during the current study, more testing is needed before site 

implementation is possible. A scaled-up experiment is needed to determine the feasibility of 

Ti-MAH cement degrading organic contaminants in solution while flowing over the top of the 

cement. In addition, air pollution should be tested to determine if Ti-MAH cement can be 

translated to buildings instead of being limited to roadways, sidewalks, and gutters. Once 

future testing is complete, a better understanding of where Ti-MAH cement can be placed will 

occur.  

 The second material tested was a silica-based granular media (SGM) designed for ex-

situ remediation of organic contaminants in solution. The current study goes in depth into the 

material characteristics and mixture proportion optimization of the media designed to translate 

from batch reactors to column reactors. A general process was developed which introduced the 

titanium dioxide into the sol-gel matrix. After gelation occurred a foaming agent was added 

and the media was fired to create what is denoted at SGM. The study utilized various 

concentrations of silicic acid which were tested to determine the optimum proportions for 

efficient photocatalytic reactivity. Along with silica concentration, the impacts of pH were also 

tested, and degradation kinetics were determined.  
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 The current study was designed to be initial batch reactor testing for future research 

which will involve column testing of various organic contaminant solution. Both small- and 

large-scale column reactors have been designed and fabricated. Future testing will include 

concentrated waste-streams containing per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), 1,4-

dioxane, and personal care products. Through a series of testing matrixes, the SGM will be 

evaluated for its ability to degrade these contaminants will the intension of scaling up to a pilot-

test. 
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